Sylvan 1:1 Private Tutoring

Sylvan supports college students in completing and understanding content required for successful performance in a wide-range of subjects and tests. The program can assist with preparation for placement, admissions and advancement testing, with school assignments and with classroom content. The program is taught on a one to one basis either on-campus or off-campus.

**Classroom Support:** Premium tutoring from instructors specializing in:

- Mathematics (Algebra to Linear Algebra, Pre-Calculus to Calculus III, and everything in between)
- Sciences (Biology, Chemistry, Natural Science, and Physic courses)
- English (Literature and Composition)
- Foreign Languages (Spanish, French, Latin, etc.)
- Business and Market

**CLEP Prep:** Tutoring programs designed to help you pass you CLEP Exam in:

- History and Social Sciences
- Composition and Literature
- Science and Mathematics
- Business and World Languages

**Specialized Test Support:** Program designed to support admissions and placements exams, including:

- Praxis I, II and CORE (all content tests)
- GRE
- LSAT
- GMAT

**Why Choose Sylvan?**

**Premier Tutors:** Tutors of the highest caliber often with advanced or multiple degrees in their respective areas of concentration.

**Local Expert Tutors:** Whether you want to meet at our Timberlake Center or in DeMoss Hall or an off-campus location, our tutors offer flexible, open scheduling to accommodate your needs. There is no need for you to drive to Richmond, Roanoke, or Charlottesville.

**Affordable rates:** At $55/hr., Sylvan 1:1 Tutoring is less than half the cost of most tutoring services and we DO NOT require a commitment for a full pre-created program. There are no contracts to sign allowing you the freedom to enter and exit instruction when the time is right.

**Call Today, Start Tomorrow!**

Bob Morgan, Center Director  (434) 832-1000  bmorgan@sylvanlynchburg.com
Ginny Shank, 1:1 Coordinator  (434) 841-3400  gshank@rwaslc.com